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Abstract

This paper deals with the adaptation of a flight-test tool on A350 simulators in order
to support a flight profile. This adaptation has been performed by doing first, an anal-
ysis of the current situation of the existing tool on old programs like the A320 or the
A330. Then, several modifications on the tool have been performed in order to adapt
this tool on simulators. Finally, the validation of this tool has been done by performing
several tests on A350 simulators. The difficulty of this adaptation was due to the appari-
tion of new state-of-the-art technologies. The main improvement concerned the signals
technology that appeared from the A380. Therefore, a modification on the parameters
acquisition process has been done to take into account these improvements. Finally, the
implementation of this mock-up on A350 simulators consists in a feasibility study that
enables simulator test engineers to automate the tests performed on simulators and to
do a traceability of these tests. The realisation of this mock-up is necessary because the
simulator test engineers need this tool for the end of 2012 in order to develop the A350
whereas the real evolution of this tool will be done when the real aircraft A350 will be
produced in 2014.

Nomenclature

AFDX = Avionics Full DupleX
(switched ethernet)

ARINC = Aeronautical Radio,
Incorporated

CAS = Computed Air Speed
COCOTO = COckpit COllection TOol
DAMATO = DAta MAnagement TOol
DD = Double Deck (A380)
EV R = Department in charge of the tests

on production aircrafts
EV A = Department in charge of the

aircraft systems integration
FL = Flight Level
FP = Flight Preparation
G− SIB = General System Integration

bench
ICD = Interface Control Document

(A350 parameters)
LR = Long Range
MSN = Manufacturer Serial Number
PATM = Production Aircraft Test Manual
PATS = Production Aircraft Test System
SA = Single Aisle
SALTO = Serial Aircraft deLivery TOol

Introduction

In the aeronautical field, each aircraft needs
to be tested. These tests are essential in order
to develop and to certify these aircrafts. The
Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development (AGARD) wrote a comprehensive
publication on flight test techniques and the
associated instrumentation in order to define
the major tests to be performed on each aircraft
[1].

The European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)
[2] is in charge of the certification dealing with
the safety of each aircraft of Airbus. This
way, within Airbus [3], several tests need to be
performed on each aircraft before the handover
to the customer. These tests are directly
performed when the aircraft leaves the final
assembly line. These tests are performed by the
department in charge of production aircrafts
(EVR), which belongs to the flight & integra-
tion test centre of Airbus. They are performed
on a well-defined flight profile. All the tests to
be performed on the aircraft are gathered in a
unique procedure called “Production Aircraft
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Test Manual” (PATM). During the flight test
session, the crew is made of two pilots and
one flight test engineer. The latter has to
perform each test from the PATM following
the specific flight profile. During a long time,
the flight test engineer had to fill in the PATM
by noting down a lot of parameters by hand.
Moreover, he had to validate on his own each
test from the PATM. A few years ago, in
addition of the existing flight test installations
[4], Airbus developed a new project in order to
save money in the development of its aircrafts.
This project is called “Production Aircraft
Test System” (PATS). This project contains a
special tool that enables flight test engineers to
automate the tests contained in the PATM and
to assure a traceability of all tests performed on
every aircrafts. This tool is called COCOTO
(COckpit COllection TOols). The major part
of the test means in aeronautical companies
tends to become automated thanks to differ-
ent tools [5] in order to assure reliability, to
help flight test engineers and to minimize errors.

There is another department within the
flight & integration test centre of Airbus in
charge of the aircraft systems integration
(EVA). All the integration tests are performed
on simulators that are supposed to represent
the most accurately the real aircrafts. In order
to validate the functioning of the simulator,
the simulator test engineer is supposed to
perform several tests gathered in a specific
procedure. Since this procedure is similar to
the one used on production aircrafts (The
PATM), the need to adapt PATS on simulators
appeared. The implementation of COCOTO
on simulators would enable simulator test engi-
neers to automate their procedure and to collect
results to be analyzed by a specialist afterwards.

The main objective with this paper is to
describe the project that deals with the adap-
tation of COCOTO from the PATS project on
A350 simulators. The real need is to adapt
this tool on A350 simulators first because
Airbus is currently developing its new aircraft:
The A350XWB. This project is within the
framework of the flight-ground harmonization
project, which is another project in the flight
& integration test centre of Airbus. This
project aims to standardize flight and ground
test means. This is why the adaptation of

COCOTO on simulators tends to harmonize
flight test means and ground test means.

The adaptation of COCOTO is a topic
where flight mechanics and systems knowledge
are of importance. Indeed, this tool enables
to test each aircraft on every system when
the aircraft is flying a specific flight profile.
Basically, COCOTO corresponds to a laptop
that the flight test engineer has during the
flight test session. In the process described in
this paper, the adaptation has been done with a
laptop borrowed from the department in charge
of the tests on production aircrafts.

Nowadays, the PATS exists only on old
programs: The Single Aisle family, made of the
A318, the A319, the A320 and the A321 and
the Long Range family, made of the A330 and
the A340. The PATS does not exist on new
programs like the A380 and the A350XWB.
An evolution on the PATS is currently being
led in Airbus in order to implement it on new
programs. The main issue comes from the fact
that new state-of-the-art technologies appeared
from the A380. This implies that one cannot
just use the tools made for old programs on
new programs. Indeed, the nature of the signals
has changed. Therefore, COCOTO is not able
to acquire these new parameters. Moreover, the
database containing all the parameters of the
aircraft has changed which results in defining
new parameters. It is necessary to take into
account these improvements for the adaptation
of the tool A350 simulators.

This paper presents how the adaptation
has been performed from the PATS made for
production aircrafts on old programs to the
new-programs’ simulators. A brief explanation
on the functioning of PATS will be explained
first. Then, the method will be described about
the modifications performed on the tool in
order to adapt it on A350 simulators. Finally,
the results will be presented and a discussion
will follow highlighting the opportunities for
the flight & integration test centre of Airbus,
which appear from this adaptation.
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1 PATS

The Production Aircraft Test System is a
project that aims to automate the Production
Aircraft Test Manual (PATM), which contains
all the tests to be performed on production
aircrafts. Moreover, this project enables Airbus
to assure a traceability on every tests performed
on every aircrafts before delivering.

Figure 1: Composition of the PATS

The figure 1 represents the global architec-
ture of the PATS. It contains several elements:
COCOTO, DAMATO and SALTO.

COCOTO corresponds to the flight test
installation. It is made of two parts: one
acquisition system that enables the acquisition
of all aircraft’s parameters and one laptop that
performs the tests. The acquisition system is
directly plugged on the avionic bay thanks to a
test plug. The COCOTO laptop is connected
to the acquisition system thanks to an Ethernet
wire. It contains several applications called
“modules”. Each module is a graphical interface
that makes appear a selection of parameters to
display for the flight test engineer. Each module
corresponds to a test coming from the PATM.
Each one of them is located on the flight profile
as shown in the figure 2. An example of module
is illustrated in the figure 3.

The flight profile represented in the figure
2 comes from COCOTO. This vizualing screen
enables to see every modules in the flight
profile. Also, as illustrated in this figure, when
a module has bad results, the corresponding
point becomes red whereas it becomes green
when the test is passed.

Figure 2: COCOTO - Flight Profile

Figure 3: COCOTO - Anemometry module

In each module, all the parameters have to
evolve within a tolerance interval. If they do so,
the module is validated and the test is passed.
If all the modules are passed, the aircraft is
considered as good and can be delivered to
the customer. Otherwise, a specialist will
analyze the failed modules and will decide what
corrections the aircraft needs. Each module
generates a result file that is stored in the
DAMATO database.

DAMATO is the results database of the
PATS. It contains every results provided by
COCOTO on every aircraft. It enables a spe-
cialist to retrieve a specific result coming from a
certain module performed on a certain aircraft.
DAMATO can generate a specific report for
each module that has been launched during the
flight test session. There is an example in the
figure 4 of a report for the module that contains
the anemometry tests.
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Figure 4: DAMATO - Anemometry report

This database has an important functionality:
it is able to generate the “Flight Preparation”
as illustrated in the figure 1.

The “Flight Preparation” is the core of the
functioning of COCOTO. It is loaded in the
laptop. It is made of several folders that con-
stitute a well-defined tree. It starts with three
folders corresponding to the aircraft family:
SA, LR or DD. Then, if one opens one of the
“family” folders, one can find more folders
corresponding to the aircraft type. In each of
these last folders, one can find other folders
corresponding to the model of the aircraft. For
example: first “SA”, then “A320” and finally
“A320-232”. An illustration of this tree is given
in the figure 5.

The flight preparation contains the tolerance
files, which exist for each module and the CO-
COTO configuration files, corresponding to the
programming file of the acquisition system and
the calibration file loaded in COCOTO in order
to decode what the acquisition system sends
to the laptop. Moreover, the flight preparation
contains the ID-card of every production air-
craft. Each ID-card contains all the information
about the aircraft: its family, its type, its model
and all the options installed. It is an important

Figure 5: Flight preparation architecture

file used during the initialisation of COCOTO.
Indeed, when the flight test engineer starts
the COCOTO application, he has to fill in an
initializing screen by selecting the aircraft on
which the flight test session is going to be done.
He selects the aircraft family (SA or LR), and
its manufacturer serial number (MSN). With
this information, COCOTO will pick-up the
corresponding ID-Card in the flight preparation
in order to define completely the aircraft.
Thanks to this, the corresponding access path
in the flight preparation will be selected and
COCOTO will load all the files contained in
this access path. For instance, if one tests the
aircraft LR, MSN 240, the access path will be:
LR, A330, and A330-223. COCOTO will load
the configuration files and the tolerance files of
each module contained in this access path.

The flight preparation contains the configura-
tion of many aircrafts with their corresponding
ID-card in order to avoid the reconfiguration of
COCOTO every time the flight test engineer
performs a test on another aircraft. He can
perform, during the same day, several tests
with COCOTO on several aircrafts without
reconfiguring COCOTO. Then, he downloads
all the results in DAMATO when he comes
back to his office. This flight preparation is
upgraded twice a year in order to integrate new
aircrafts that come out from the final assembly
line.
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The figure 1 highlights another important
element of the PATS: SALTO. It is a database
containing all the parameters of SA/LR pro-
grams. This database is capable of generating
the COCOTO configuration files that are
inserted in the flight preparation thanks to
DAMATO. This configuration file contains
the programming file loaded in the acquisition
system by COCOTO and the calibration file
loaded in COCOTO.

2 Method

The main challenge is to take into account
the different existing means and tools on A350
simulators in order not to interfere with the
current projects, which already use these means
and tools. The means and tools available on
A350 simulators are a bit different compared to
the ones existing on real aircrafts where PATS
is implemented (SA and LR programs). Indeed,
new state-of-the-art technologies appeared from
the A380 and the A350. Therefore, many
improvements have been done on the means
and tools installed on A350 simulators.

The main change concerns the signal tech-
nology. On old programs the major part of the
signals was ARINC429 signals. One calculator
interacted with another thanks to two wires.
This technology has been replaced by a new
signal technology: the AFDX. It is a new kind
of signals where all the calculators interact with
each other thanks to a network configuration.
It is a new category of signals that COCOTO
has to be able to read.

The second improvement concerns the A350
parameters’ database. All the parameters are
redefined with a new unique key. It is called
“Permanent ID”. A permanent ID has been
associated to each parameter in order not to
lose it or to rename it. The main reason comes
from the fact that there is a huge number
of parameters on A350 compared to the old
programs (about 1 million in A350 compared
to about 30000 on SA and LR).

These improvements are the source of the
modification of COCOTO in order to install it

on A350 simulators.

After comparison, the parameter acquisi-
tion process implemented on A350 simulators
is quite similar with the one on real aircrafts.
Indeed, there is a special tool called G-SIB,
which stands for General System Integration
Bench. The G-SIB is a tool that enables the
configuration of the simulator and the acquisi-
tion of all the parameters. The main asset of
this tool is that it is capable of acquiring AFDX
parameters, which is not the case with the ex-
isting COCOTO acquisition system. Moreover,
the G-SIB acquires all the parameters coming
from the A350 database whereas the current
acquisition system acquires only parameters
coming from the SALTO database, which does
not contain any A350 parameters.

Therefore, the main change for the adap-
tation concerns the parameters acquisition
process as it is shown in the figure 6. Indeed,
the main idea is to replace the acquisition
system of COCOTO by the one included in
the G-SIB that is capable of acquiring all
kind of parameters. By using the G-SIB,
there is no need to use the SALTO database
and its programming file generation, which
takes a long time. The programming of the
G-SIB acquisition system is done on its own by
entering directly the A350 parameters. This
way to program is faster than with a parallel
acquisition system.
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Figure 6: Change of the parameters acquisition pro-
cess

This change of parameters acquisition process
brings two main issues.

The first one concerns the calibration of
COCOTO. Indeed, since the calibration file
enables COCOTO to decode what the acquisi-
tion system sends to it, the acquisition system
programming and the calibration file loaded
in COCOTO have to be relevant with each
other. It means that it is not possible to use
the calibration files already existing in the flight
preparation since they have been generated by
the SALTO database with the corresponding
programming file of the old acquisition system.
In other words, the calibration file and the
programming file have to be generated by the
same source so as to be compatible. Since
it is possible to use the acquisition system
of the G-SIB instead of the old acquisition
system, it is important to pay attention to
the programming of this acquisition system.
Indeed, two modifications have been done on
the G-SIB: the first one is that the G-SIB is now
capable of generating a calibration file when
it is programming its own acquisition system.
This file has to be compatible with COCOTO.
The second modification concerns the output of
the G-SIB. A new output has been set up on
the G-SIB. This new output is compatible with
COCOTO because it sends all the data in the
correct format.

The second issue due to the change of the

parameters acquisition process concerns the
identification of all the parameters. Indeed, all
of them are defined in the calibration file by
their “identifier”. It is a short name given to
each parameter in order to recognize it easier.
For instance, the parameter corresponding
to the computed air speed has the following
identifier: “CAS1”. The issue comes from the
fact that there are different identifiers given
on a same parameter, which depends on the
database the parameter is coming from. Since
COCOTO is adapted on A350 simulators,
the parameters will no longer come from the
SALTO database but from the A350 database.
Consequently, the identifiers contained in the
new calibration file generated by the G-SIB will
not be the same than the one contained in the
old calibration file. For example, the computed
air speed is called “ADR 206 CAS 1” in the
A350 database and not “CAS1”. This is an
issue for the functioning of the modules in
COCOTO because each one of the modules
calls its required parameters by their identifiers.
If the calibration file contains the identifiers
coming from the A350 database and if the
module calls an identifier coming from the
SALTO database, it will not work. In order to
get rid of this issue, a conversion of identifiers
has been done from the SALTO database to the
A350 database.

The implementation of COCOTO on A350
simulators makes appear another issue due
to the specific functioning of the PATS. As
it is explained before, the flight preparation
contains several ID-cards that are necessary
to define every aircraft on which the tests are
performed. They are useful when the flight
test engineer initializes COCOTO in order to
define in the flight preparation the access path
containing the configuration files associated to
the aircraft on which the tests are going to be
performed. There is no ID-card for a simulator.
Consequently, the engineer will not be able
to select the simulator during the initializing
phase of COCOTO. Therefore, COCOTO will
not be able to select the corresponding access
path in the flight preparation so as to load the
correct configuration files. In order to solve this
issue, it has been decided to pass the simulator
off as an existing aircraft by using its ID-card.
Indeed, the simulator can be assimilated to a
real aircraft. The A330-223 is quite close to the
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Figure 7: COCOTO – Flight preparation

A350 by its geometry. Thus, in the framework
of this adaptation, the simulator has been
passed off as an A330-223 number 240. In this
way, the associated access path in the flight
preparation is well defined: “LR”, “A330” and
“A330-223”. All the configuration files of the
A330-223 are contained in this last folder. The
main idea is now to replace these configuration
files by the one generated by the G-SIB, which
correspond to the A350 simulator. Two kinds
of modifications have been done on COCOTO
in order to adapt it on A350 simulators. These
two kinds of modifications have led to two series
of tests on A350 simulators. The first series
was in order to validate the modifications on
COCOTO that enabled to acquire parameters
and to see them evolving with respect to the
time. The second series of tests was in order
to validate the adaptation of the modules in
COCOTO.

In order to acquire all the A350 parame-
ters, the main modification occurs in the flight
preparation, especially in the access path
corresponding to the aircraft associated to the
simulator: “LR”, A330” and “A330-223”. In
this last folder, there is an archive containing
the configuration files as illustrated in the figure
7.

Once the configuration archive targeted, it is
possible to extract the calibration file from this
archive and to replace it by the new calibration
file generated by the G-SIB, which contains the
A350 parameters.

Figure 8: COCOTO – list of parameters associated
to a specific module

Concerning the adaptation of the mod-
ules, the modifications occur in the flight
preparation as well. Each module has an
association file in the flight preparation. In this
file, there is a list of parameters used by the
module. This list of parameters is illustrated
in the figure 8. This file enables to associate
the graphical interface of the module with the
parameters needed in the calibration file. In
other word, each module calls some specific
parameters in the calibration file thanks to this
association file. All the parameters are called
thanks to their identifiers. Since the modules
were defined with the parameters’ identifiers
contained in the SALTO database, they will
not be able to call the A350 parameters because
they have not the same identifiers as explained
before. The modification consists in converting
each identifier in the association file from the
one contained in the SALTO database to the
one contained in the A350 database. In this
way, each module will be able to call the
correct identifier in the new calibration file. For
instance, the line containing the computed air
speed becomes: “ADR 206 CAS 1” instead
of “CAS1”. The modification has been done
only for the module containing the anemometry
tests. Another part of the project consisted in
defining new modules adapted to the future
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A350 for the new version of COCOTO that
should appear in 2014. These new modules will
be the same for both flight means and ground
means. These new modules have been defined
with both simulator test engineers and flight
test engineers in order to integrate the needs of
both of them.

3 Results

3.1 Acquisition and parameter evolution

This paragraph shows the results obtained with
the A350 simulator. Two series of tests have
been performed on this simulator in order first,
to validate the acquisition of all the parameters
and then, to validate the functioning of the mod-
ules. The figure 9 shows the results of the first
series of tests. It is a screenshot of COCOTO
while the simulator was flying. This view shows
the dialog box that the flight test engineer uses
to pick up a parameter he wants to see thanks
to the function f(t). In this dialog box, all the
parameters contained in the calibration file ap-
pear.

Figure 9: COCOTO – Parameters acquisition

The figure 10 shows the gauges function in
COCOTO. This screen is interesting if one
wants to see how a certain parameter evolves
with respect to the time. It is possible to see
which parameter is acquired by the G-SIB. This
function can be launched whenever the flight
test engineer wants.

Figure 10: COCOTO – Gauges

3.2 Module

The figure 11 below shows the results of the sec-
ond series of tests. It is also a screenshot of
COCOTO while the simulator was flying. Dur-
ing this test, the simulator had been positioned
on the flight level 110. The anemometry module
had been launched in order to see if its function-
ing was correct.

Figure 11: COCOTO – Anemometry module

3.3 New module definition

The figure 12 below shows an example of a new
module that will be used by both the flight test
engineer in real aircrafts and by the simulator
test engineers in simulators. This module corre-
sponds to the test called “Max Reverse”. This
module is launched when the aircraft lands and
when it sets its engines to the reverse mode.
This module enables to see the correct function-
ing of the reverse mode.
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Figure 12: COCOTO – Max Reverse module

4 Discussion

4.1 Results

In the figure 9, the dialog box shows the param-
eters contained in the calibration file. However,
during the first test on simulator, there was
no parameter in this dialog box. Moreover,
the clock on the top right of the screen was
stopped directly after the initialization of CO-
COTO. This problem highlighted an acquisition
problem. Indeed, no data were received by
COCOTO. The empty dialog box highlighted
that the calibration file inserted in the flight
preparation instead of the old one was not
correctly loaded by COCOTO. Consequently, a
more precise comparison has been done between
the old calibration file and the new one gener-
ated by the G-SIB. The problem came from the
fact that the new one was really big compared
to the old one: 120Mo instead of 5Mo for the
previous one. This is due to the huge number
of A350 parameters compared to the number of
parameters in the old programs. After a change
of the laptop’s performance, especially the
allocated memory to the COCOTO application,
another test has been done on A350 simulators.
This last test has been successful. The clock
was working and the dialog box made appear
all the parameter of the calibration file. It was
possible then to select parameters from this
file and to see them evolving in the f(t) function.

In the figure 10, it is possible to select a
specific parameter contained in the calibration
file loaded in COCOTO. Thanks to this func-
tion (gauges), it is possible to validate how the

selected parameter evolves in comparison with
the one in the cockpit. For instance, the figure
10 shows the computed air speed, the actual
engine thrust and the thrust level in degrees.
These parameters are relevant with the same
parameters displayed in the cockpit. Therefore,
it validates the acquisition of COCOTO in the
A350 simulator.
In the figure 11, the test has been performed
by launching the anemometry module while
the simulator was flying on the FL110. All the
parameters in the left table were evolving in
accordance with the parameters in the cockpit.
Some boxes shows “****”. This is due to
either a bad conversion on these parameters or
that these parameters are not acquired by the
simulator.

4.2 Improvements & Opportunities

After the creation of this A350-COCOTO
mock-up, several improvements can be taken
into account for the final conception of the
new version of COCOTO. Indeed, since it
tends to become a tool for both real aircrafts
and simulators using two different databases,
it is interesting to implement the association
principle that is developed in Airbus for other
test means. This improvement consists in
using a calibration file containing only the
permanent ID of each parameter instead of
their identifiers and to insert a conversion step
between the file that calls the parameters and
the calibration file. In this way, it will not be
necessary to convert manually the identifiers
from one database to another as done for this
adaptation. The module will call each one of
its parameters by its identifier (for instance
“CAS1”), and another step will convert it
automatically in its associated permanent ID:
A0100001560492400391, which is the perma-
nent number of the computed air speed. The
implementation of this conversion step enables
to use the identifiers that the flight test engineer
knows with the A350 parameters, even if it is
not the same database.

The adaptation of COCOTO on A350 simu-
lators is a feasibility study that has brought
several opportunities for Airbus. Indeed, thanks
to the implementation of this tool on simula-
tors, it will be possible for Airbus to save some
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development flights, which are really expensive.
Thanks to this tool, it is possible to define
the representativeness of the simulator with
respect to the real aircraft. When real A350 are
built, it will be possible to compare the results
obtained with COCOTO when the aircraft and
the simulator are flying the same flight profile.
The comparison of these results will define a
representativeness rate of the simulator with
respect to the real aircraft. It is interesting for
some test sessions. Indeed, nowadays, when
one does not know if a test has to be performed
on development aircrafts or in simulators, it is
performed on development aircrafts. Thanks
to this rate, it will be possible to say that the
simulator is representative enough of the real
aircraft for a certain test, which will result in
doing it on simulator instead of development
aircrafts.

Finally, another opportunity concerns the
maturity of the simulator. When a new version
of simulator is set up, one does not really
know precisely if the simulator has regressed on
certain aspects or not. Thanks to COCOTO,
it can be possible to compare the results of
a test session containing the new simulator
with the results of a previous version of the
simulator performed on the same flight profile.
The comparison of the results would enable to
validate the new version of the simulator.

Figure 13: Airbus A350XWB

Conclusions

• The implementation of this A350 CO-
COTO mock-up on A350 simulators con-
sists in a feasibility study that enables sim-
ulator test engineers to automate their test
sessions and to store their results in a
database.

• This feasibility study enables to have a first
version of the future COCOTO that will be
developed for real A350.

• COCOTO will become a flight test tool for
both real aircrafts and simulators. In this
way, it will include some tests that are spe-
cific to the simulator and others specific to
real aircrafts. It will become a generic tool.

• This feasibility study brings new opportu-
nities to Airbus that enable to save devel-
opment flights, which are expensive.

Future Work

• Implement the association principle on the
future COCOTO in order to avoid the man-
ual conversion of the parameters’ identi-
fiers.

• Continue to develop new modules for both
real A350 and A350 simulators.

• Continue to participate to the global
project PATS A350 in order to integrate fu-
ture needs for simulators.
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